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RUNNING OUR OWN AFFAIRS WELL IS OUR
BIGGEST CONTRIBUTION TO MANKIND.

 



The Pre-primary children celebrated the Green colour day.The children came in green attires and brought
a green colour object and food items which are in green colour for their snacks. In the special assembly,
the teachers showed green colour objects to the children and explained the significance of the colour. The
assembly premises were decorated with green coloured objects. They recited rhymes pertaining to green
colour and danced to the songs based on green colour. The day was utmost pleasant and they enjoyed a
lot. They all were happy when they received a green colour object as take away.





Me,
myself
and ɪ

Pre primary children participated in the competition and myself introduced themselves  to
 their  friends. This competition helped the children know about  their peer group. Children
talked about and their names and their parent's names,their hobbies and food choices .

Pre primary children participated in the Roly Roly clay  moulding competition. with the theme  is
Wild Animals all The children made different wild animals and showed their creativity.These
activities help children  develop their eye –hand coordination and fine motor skills.





A special event centered on the family structure was organized in the school campus by the
Primary wing. Three different families comprising nuclear family, big family and joint family were
invited to make the children identify the difference. The members of the family included uncles,
aunts, cousins, apart from parents and grandparents. The children interacted with them and
expressed their joy in learning about the family values, respect love and affection for each other.
HarithaHaram was also organized for the family. They were given a sapling to plant in school and
another to carry home as a token of love from the school.





Grandparents of the Pre Primary children were called to
narrate stories on moral values and ethics. Children
enjoyed these story sessions told using puppets. The
children also entertained their grandparents by reciting
rhymes. As a part of Haritha Haram they were given a
sapling to plant in school. They also received a plant to take
home.

Haritha
Haram

Haritha Haram



Math outdoor activity “FUN WITH NUMBERS”-July 2
Math games bring out a kid's natural love for numbers As the students undergo transition into the

new academic year, we help them sharpen their number skills with some of these effective, fun

filled games. Math outdoor activity “FUN WITH NUMBERS” was conducted across all the classes

from 1 to 5 based on their levels. Class 1: Addition on number line, Class 2: Expanded form of 3-

digit numbers Class 3: Roman numbers and place value of 4 digits, Class 4: Try to build the

greatest numbers Class 5: Identifying the vehicle number and writing the number in both the

places value systems on their plan outlines. All the math explorers participated  enthusiastically in

the above activities.



World’s Largest Lesson – Food Heroes-Guinness World Record-July 8
The Global Goals Food Project for Sustainable Development, A team of AIESEC (Association

International des étudiants en sciences économiques et commerciales (English: International

Association of Students in Economic and Commercial Sciences) visited the school to explain how

the world came together to set Global Goals as a Universal call to action to end poverty, protect

the planet and ensure that all the people enjoy peace and prosperity by the year 2030. The team

members went to each class and explained the necessity of responsible consumption without

wasting food. They engaged and inspired the kids by singing, dancing and interacting with them to

make sustainable eating the preferred choice and triggered thoughts on the big impact that daily

eating has on the planet. The children promised to do from then on to minimise food waste and be

the Official Food Heroes.



SUPERHEROES AGAINST SUPER BUGS-July-15
A workshop on the topic "SUPERHEROES AGAINST SUPER BUGS" was conducted by the Council for

Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) - Center for Cellular and Molecular Biology (CCMB)

exclusively for the students of class IX. The three days work shop was very informative and

educative. Children from various schools participated enthusiastically. The main area of focus was

microbial infections, especially bacterial and viral infections, usage of antibiotics (misconceptions)

their culturing techniques, mechanisms of infection and working of drugs were also discussed. All

these concepts were covered by various activities such as: chick pea activity, interaction, quiz, skit

by the teachers, and student groups, poster making, talk to a scientist etc., The purpose of the

workshop to spread awareness in the society, school and the pharmacists about the proper use and

disposal of antibiotics was well conveyed



Quiz Competition-July 21
An inter-house quiz competition was held in the school premises. The children tried in all their

might to answer the questions which were picked from all the domains of education. Amidst tough

competition, Ganga House won the first position.



Math Week Celebrations July-22
π Day was celebrated in the special assembly to mark the three day Math Week celebrations.

The highlights of the day included a speech on the significance of the π in math solutions and

also in our lives, a song on π, a poem recitation and a dance performance.



Math week Celebrations- Day 2
The Second day of the event included a speech on ‘Why Math is important?’, Rhythm Math yoga,

a Math song, Number Dance, a depiction of shapes and patterns and skit on day- to-day Math.



Math Week Celebrations
The last day of the celebrations began with a Math pledge promising to do justice to the subject,

followed by a tribute to the great mathematicians of the world. The other highlights included

Amazing Math Facts, a skit- Zero to Hero, Math poems, Mathematical speciality of the year 2019,

a number dance, Mathemagic and tongue twisters using the word mathematics.





Bonalu Celebrations
The celebration started off with Deeparadhana by the Principal followed by a speech on the

significance of the festival and the tradition behind the celebrations. All the teachers decked in

traditional attires, offered Bonalu to the deity. Songs on bonalu were also sung. A dance

performance Mallamma, Yellamma was well executed. The Rangam prophesy for the year was

save water and environment to save the earth.



The Tales of Yore. Much Loved lore
As a part of the projects for the British Council International School Awards,the students of

Grade 8 organized a drama depicting a small portion of Sita's life on 20th July 2019. The

activity for ISA 6 included a dramatization that took place in the school on the day of the

parent teacher meeting.It was widely received well by one and all. Depicting the incident when

Hanuman reaches Sita in Lanka and conveys Rama's message for the first time to her,the

musical drama was enacted beautifully by the students. The Sundarakand,one of the sacred

texts of the Hindus,was composed based on this meeting.The meeting is widely acknowledged

as a metaphor for the individual soul's longing to meet the Supreme.Thence named

Sundarakand or the beautiful chapter. The children and audience learnt immensely from the

experience.After going back to the classroom,the children compared the feelings and

reactions of Sita and Proserpina in captivity.The comparison highlighted the similarities in

feelings and differences in situations. It was an educative and informative activity for all.

 



RDPL, an e-waste and other dry waste recycling process company conducted a

work shop for the students of 7&8 with an aim towards a greener earth by

recycling hazardous wastes in an eco-friendly manner. The issues discussed by

the scrap destiny changers included saving resources, clean environment, our

echo system, indiscriminate mining, lack of responsibility, animals and plants,

water management, etc. The measures suggested were.. Re-use every resource

and return every recyclable item to recycle centres, save fuel and electricity,

not to waste water avoid CFC emitters, not to mix wet and dry waste, etc. The

manager Mr. Naren, urged the students to contribute to environment safety

and protect the earth. E-waste was also collected from the school.

E-Waste and other Dry Waste Recycling



The students of grade IX went on a field trip to CII IGBC to learn about the

importance and conservation of resources. The entire lot of students were

divided into 3 groups and were assisted by a resource person each who walked

us through the Green Building Campus and explained the various strategies

adopted by them to maintain sustainability. The students were told about the

basic requirements of The Green Building such as maintaining the topography

for water to flow smoothly, parking sites under trees, inter locking paver blocks

to reflect the heat back, physically challenged friendly campus etc. Thereafter

the students were shown the areas of water recharge and water conservation

such as Central Courtyard System, Phyto Remediation, Swales etc. Students

were also explained ways and means to control heat within buildings, wind

towers and their usefulness, sugarcane buggards, organic cleaners, urban

farming trays etc. This field trip enabled the students and the accompanying

teachers to be sensitized about various ways in which we can conserve and use

native plants and resources and achieve sustainability.

Field Trip to CII IGBC



HOME SWEET HOME
A house is a primarily a piece of construction which functions as a living space for

human beings. People dwelling in different climatic conditions live in different

types of houses. There are diverse climatic conditions throughout the globe. People

build different kinds of houses depending on the climate of the region. Based on this

concept ISA project was conducted at Pallavi Model School Boduppal to make the

students aware of the different types of houses built in countries like Tanzania,

Iceland, England, Thailand, Japan and Mongolian. The students were give home

assignments to prepare models of different types of houses. They were made aware

of the evolution of the man living in caves to the one living in variety of buildings

constructed according to ones needs. The models prepared by the students were

exhibited on Student Empowerment day. The students explained the importance of

these houses. This activity left a great impact on the students. VISIT TO THE

CONSTRUCTION: The students visited a construction site and were given insights

on how a building is constructed and the various materials that are used. They were

excited to know about the intricacies that go into the construction of a home.



WATER CONSERVATION LIFE’S PRESERVATION

As part of the activities for the British Council International School Award , the

students of grade 7 organised a mime show on water conservation on 27th July 2019.

The play talks about the water wastage by the people at railway stations , in homes ,

while bathing , brushing etc. At the end , they conveyed message to save water. The

activity for ISA -5 included a power point presentation on water conservation and

rain water harvesting , comparison of water conservation in India and other

countries, and a working model presentation on rain water harvesting. The activity

has conducted in school on the day of the parent teacher meeting. It was received

well by one and all. It was an educative and informative activity for all.



THE JOURNEY OF WASTETHE JOURNEY OF WASTE

As part of the British Council International School Award Activities , the students of

grade 6 organised a street play on Reduce Reuse Recycle on 27 July,2019.The street

play talks about how the people use plastic indiscriminately in daily life, how they

waste paper and throw all kinds of trash in ordinary bins, without segregating it.The

skit conveyed message to reduce plastic ,to reuse the paper, to segregate the waste

into dry waste and wet waste and recycling the dry waste to produce new products.

This activity, which was conducted in the school premises on the day of the parent

teacher meeting, also included a dance performance on the theme of the three R’S and

was well received by one and all. It was indeed an educative and informative activity.



International Food Fair
As part of BCI-ISA project, an International Food Fair was organized at PMS, Boduppal, by the
students and the teachers of classes 1&2 under the guidance of the ISA Co-ordinator. A
variety of food items from India, Spain, Nepal, Thailand, Japan, Srilanka and the US were
displayed in the fair. The food stalls were decorated beautifully highlighted by the respective
country flags and symbols. The kids were dressed in traditional attires of their countries and
warmly welcomed the visitors.The Principal Ms. Tanuja inaugurated the fair and appreciated
the organizers for their efforts. The students got a chance to learn about the cuisines of the
other countries along with those of our country.



Intra school competitions
Running race for classes 1&2 Up&down Ball Relay Race for class 3, Two Legged Race for

classes 4&5 Blow the coin game for class 1 Balancing game for class 2 we're conducted in the

school grounds Inter House competition in Football was also conducted for boys and girls

(senior level) for classes 8,9&10.











 




